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Software Meets the Movies:
Making Wing Commander I and 11
As soon as Wing Comma*
reached the retail shelves, Chris
Roberts, the game's designer, started checking the game forums
on commercial bulletin boards. He was looking for comments
from people who had played his newest game. What he found
confirmed his wildest expeda tions.
"I cried when my wingman died," noted one user. 'With the
music and graphics, it's like being in the middle of a movie," said
another. "It's the first game that's almost as much fun to watch as
it is to play," was a third message. That's when Roberts knew he
had accomplished his goal - to create a computer game that
came as close to an interactive movie as the technology permitted. It was no accident.
Roberts had always been fascinated by science fiction movies and television shows, especially those like Star Wars, Star Trek,
Battlestar Calactim and Return of the Jedi. He liked the action
elements of space combat, the dazzling special effects, and the
variety -of characters the creators had imagined in future worlds.
He wanted to bring those elements to the computer.
Working as a freelance author with Origin, he had stepped
into the perfect environment to
produce his vision. "The o r i p a l Origin's
Executive Producer
formula for the structure of our Pmd~~ct
product development organizaDevelopment
tion was to mirror the movie industry," explained Dallas Snell, Structure
the company's Vice President of
Product Development. "It wasn't
a new idea -actually Electronic
Arts copied it first- but it made
Assistant Director
the most sense.Movie and enterI
tainmen t-software companies
I
are try~ngto aclueve the same
Lead Artist
Lead Programmer
result, and we manage s i d a r
resources to get that job done."
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-

I
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Tn the fall of 1989, Roberts was working on Bad Blood, a new
product using much of the same technology as in his first Origin
release, Times of Lore, when he came up with the idea for a 3D
space combat game. He cihased his idea with Snell.
"Chris said he wanted to do a space combat game that was a
little more arcadish than simulation-oriented," recalled Snell.
"He wanted to work out some new 3D technology to use with the
game. Since Chris was a freelance author and wasn't using any
resources at the company's expense, I said sure, play around
with it and take all the time you want. My feeling was, whatever
melts your butter, Chris."
As a freelance author, Roberts didn't have access to all of
Origin's resources until he signed a contract for his latest game
idea, initially called Squadrun. He couldn't get a contract until he
convinced the company that he would be able to deliver a product that met their exacting standards.
On his own, Roberts jumped into what was for him a new
world. He had never worked on any 3D programming before.
After a couple of months of l&hour days, Roberts had developed
some routines that allowed him to use bit-mapped images in a
3D simulation.It wasn't a totally new idea -Lucasfilm had used
bit-mapped graphics in simulations before - but he brought
some new methods to the programming.
"Previous sirnulations incorpora ling
3D imbit-mapped
win# Commander Executive Producer
ages
relied
upon
Dallas Snell
Deulelopment
mathematics," RobSmcture
erts said, "but I used a
lot of algorithmic
Producer
tricks for my rotation
Chris Roberts
and scaling routines.
Math is inefficient
Director
compared to the way
Chris Roberts
I did it. It was sheer
hell for a while, but I
ended up with a sysI
I
tem that I knew
Lead Artist
Lead Programmer
Lead Writer
would
work."
Denis Loubet
Chris Roberts
Jeff George
While the program was still in its
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infancy,Roberts had accomplished enough that Snell decided to
allocate a single resource to the project. "Chns showed us something that was almost in slow motion because it was written in C
language," SneU explained.'We gave him some art time because
his idea was beginning to look feasible h r n a technical standpoint."
Denis Loubet, Origin's first full-time artist, designed a cockpit display, a few basic ships, and some explosions for S q d r m .
Roberts pulled in one of his long-time programming associates,
Paul Isaac, to help write the code for the game.
The next time Roberts demonstrated the program, you could
fly around in space, shoot a few enemy ships, and watch them
explode. The graphics were already spectacular.
"Everyhng we saw was questionablefor some time," noted
Snell. "It was all written in C, not optimized in assembly. It
looked good, but the speed was barely tolerable unless it was
ruruvling on a souped-up 386 machine with a math coprocessor.
At this pint, Richard Garriott and I really liked the idea if Chris
could speed up the 3D rotating and scaling. We trusted that Chris
would be able to pull off an entertaining produd and deliver on
the speed, and our decision to go with the project was based on
that trust."
After putting together a budget and signing the contract,
Roberts was given additional art and programming resources to
work with. It was March of 1990 and Squadron was finally a
sanctioned Origin project.

At this point in time, Roberts had solved the technical asp& of
producing 3D images, but he knew it took more Ihangraphics to
make a great game. His vision was to mate an interactivemovie,
to emotionally involve the game player using a combination of
dynamic music, an intriguing storyline, and interesting characters. He couldn't do it alone, but he lcnew who could help him
bring his idea alive.
Roberts had met Jeff George, a professional writer with a
solid background in the paper game industry, almost a year
earlier. He had hired George to write the storyhe and conversations for Times of Lore 11, a project that never went into devdoprnent. Later, still as a freelancer, George wrote and directed Bad
Blood and helped produce the pitch package, a written document
that d e s a i M the fictional background, for Squadron.

h%rt to Clrris Roberts, Pntrl lsnac
produced more of the progmmm i q for Wing Commander I
tlmn anyone else af Origin. He
was involved porn the spring of
1990 until the product's release
in September. He nfso worked
with Roberfs on the AppIe and
Cornmodore versions of Times of
Lore, and the IBM version of Bad
Blood. Isaac, known for his abilily to come up with @n'ent algorithms, is now working on Strike
Commander.
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&o produced Bad Blood in his first year. As those projects wound
down, he stepped into the whirlwind of Squadron. Development
on the game was moving into fast-forward and it was important
to control the budgets, the scheduling, and the allocation of
cumpany resources.
"When I came in as producer, Chris was really focused on the
direction he wanted to take with the game," said Spector. "He
knew exactly where he was going and it w o d d have been hard to
deflect him from that course. It would have been crazy to even
want to, so Chris and 1co-produced the game. Where his talent
dropped out, mine started, and vice versa. We did a task breaLdown, and I ended up updating, adjusting and tracking scheduling, and preparing all the documentation.He lmdled the crea tive
and qualitative issues. We both juggled the resources."
Producers at Origin are responsible for making sure the final
product meets the company's view of a marketable title and that
it is completed on schedule and within the assigned budget.
Producers work on more than one project at a time. "I was
responsible for two, three, or four projects at the same time,"
recalled Spector. "It seemed like I was in 16 meetings a day. The
producers have a tougher time staylng focused. From that standpoint, the correlation with movies is pretty accurate."
Even though development was moving into high-gear, the com-

pany resources applied to the project in the first few months were
surprisingly small. Roberts was direchng the project hunself. He
and Paul Isaac were still the only programmers. Jeff George was
tweaking the storyline and developing specific missions for the
game. The most extensively used company resource before June
1990 was the art department.
M l e other artists would join the project later and make
significant contributions, Denis Loubet and Glen Johnson took
on most of the work in the initial phases. Denis had first worked
with the company as a free-lancer, producing the screen graphics
and cover artwork for some of the early Ultinm games. Later, he
was hired as the first full-time artist in product development.
Jolmson,with d background producing black-and-white illustrations in thc comics industry, joined Origm in 1988.
The artists play a multi-faceted role in the development of a
game. For Wing Corrrnwriclcr,still called Sqiradron at the time, they
wore the hats of set designers, cinematographers, costume de-

Warren Spector errtered the

game business in 1983 with
Steve Jickson Games. He came
to Origin a@ a stint at TSR
where he worked on varioirs roleplay games and book projects.
He is the a u t h of The Hollow
Earth Affair, a fist-paced, action-packcd, kiglr-11.clr t l t r i l l ~ ~ .
Spector joinlzi w i n in 1989.
He is the proriucer of Bad Blood
and Martian Dreams and CGproducer o f w i n g Commander
and Ultinla VI.

Addinu Artists
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signers, technical advisors, and even casting directors. They probably have more different roles than anyone in development.
Denis was the first artist on the project, working on the initial
cockpit drawings and producing the first ships and explosions.
As development progressed, he added to the inventory of ships
that would appear in the game, and designed sets for the mission
briefing scenes in the game. '%fast of my work was drawn right
on the computer," Loubet said. "Chris would give me a basic
idea for a scene, then I used our vast reference library and my
own imagination to come up with a specific drawing."
The move to developing products on MSDOS computers
had
a positive impact on the artists and the work they could
Denis Loltbet was t\fefirst fitliproduce.
"When I started with Origin," Loubet remembered,
time artist enrployed by 0rip.n.
He joined the company after
"we were limited to working with 4 or 16 colors, depending on
working for Richard Garriott as
the computer we were developing for at the time. Most of our
a peelance artist on the Ultima
work
involved creating tiles that were assembled to create the
series. While his computer artbackgrounds in the games. Characters were little people just 16
work is f i n d in many Origin
games, he also created the paintpixels high. When we started developing for the IBM and comings for the cover art in the
patibles, it was a tremendous change. Suddenly, we had 256
Ultirna series and the Worlds
colors and scads of memory to work with. It was great!"
of Adventure spin-ofi. Loubet
produced the cockpit and many
In many ways, Johnson became the casting director when he
of the animated scenes, and sets
created the character portraits. "I worked on paper first, producin Wing Commander.
ing 11black-and-white iUustrations," he said. "ln most games, I
would work from a written description of the character's likes,
dislikes and personality. In this c&, I just came up with the
characters out of thin -air, although I realized they wanted a
mixture of men and women
I assigned a call sign to each
portrait." When Roberts and Jeff saw the portraits, they thought eight were perfect. Johnson
then rendered them on the computer.
The artists also play the roles of cincmatographers, adding their own interpretation to the
animated sequences, set designs, and character
illustrations. "The producers and directors often
think of a scene simplistically," Johnson explained. "They'll think of something from a
straightforward viewpoint, while we understand
that dif€erentangles, backgrounds, and lighting
are often more interesting, and can draw the
This screen shot slwws the dmcioprnent of the anirrmtd viewer's eye to the most important part of a
mouth positionsfor one character in the conversation scenes. particular scene."
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One of the most riveting scenes in the Wing Commander game
was of the pilot and wingman racing to the launch bay. Produced
using a technique called rotoscope, the production involved everyone, Chris Roberts, Paul Isaac, Jeff George, Glen Johnson and
Denis Loubet. The pilots, actually people who worked at Origin,
were first videotaped running on a treadmill. The group tried
different lighting setups to achieve the effect they were searching
for. The images were then digitized, but Roberts didn't want any
of the graphics in the game to look like digitized video. Johnson
had already designed a background, so he started working with
different color combinations to make the pilots stand out. The
final version was the result of days of experimentation.
The artists work incredible hours, often bouncing back and
forth between two or three releases at the same time. Their screen
graphics work is usually completed about two months before
release unless major changes are made in the game. Johnson
worked much longer, producing last-minute illustrations for the
blueprints and game manual as well.
"One of the good things about this company is that we can
make suggestions about the artwork and we know that the
producers and directors will listen to us," noted Loubet. "It's one
of the 'bennies' that make working here rewarding. It's definitely
not short hours that make it worthwhile."

1
1
1

ChrisRoberts had always wanted to incorporate dynamic music

Dynamic Ml~sic

( music that changes with the action on the screen) into one of h s

g m e designs, but memory was always a problem. Music can be
a memory hog. With the MS-DOS computer used for the development of Wing Conzmander and W K of 1 W to work with, he

was finally free to pursue that option.
"The trick to a dynamic score was to figure out a way of
creating a smooth transition when the music changed," said
Roberts. "You can't just splice different backs together anywhere
or it sounds awkward. What we did was to make the music selfaware, so thCltevery piece of music would check back with the
game to see what was taking place and then branch to another
piece of mrsic, based on the game information."
Roberts and Wuren Spector brainstormed to determine the
different pieces of music that were needed for the game. "Some
of the pieces, like the launch and briefing music, were easy to
figure out," Roberts said. "In space, however, where we ended

Glen Johnsnn'.s bncX;yrorrnd zuas
the comics industnj wherehe prcduced black-and-zohite art for
Mnrvel nnd rnniry other comic
companies.loh1lson produced the
chnractw porfraits and anin~alions in Wing Commander and
all the ~llustrntionsin thegame's
documentation.
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up with 20 to 30 different tunes, we broke things down according
to what was happening in the game. We needed a segment for
when the enemy was on your tail, when you were heavily damaged, when you had destroyed an enemy, and so on. We had to
list every possibility." The list was given to George (the Fatman)
Sanger, who, along with Dave Covett, composed the music. The
individual pieces were short, but in order to work with the Origin
FX system, each had its own parameters.
"We told the composers we wanted a big, movie-like, orchestral sound and gave them an idea of style by making references to
specific movies," Roberts explained. "Then we indicated which
pieces would branch to which other pieces."
The composers would have to make them flow from one to
another. "From the composers' standpoint," Roberts explained,
"that was the most difficult aspect of the assignment." At some
points, the music was almost homogenous so that it could flow in
many different directions.
Roberts took Sanger's MIDI files and plugged them into the
Origin FX system &at made them self-aware. As the game
changed during development, the music was edited to match.

Blming Them Away
at Summer CES

In late spring, the bane of product development and marketing
was fast approaching. The summer Consumer Electronics Show
(CES),scheduled for the first week of June, had been targeted for
the introduction of the game to distribution channels and to the
media. Actually, Wing Cornmandmhad oribijnaily been schedulec:
for release right after the show, but it was obvious that it wouic.
take much longer to complete the detailed game. For the show,
however, Sales and Marketing would need a demo with full
music to show on a Iarge-screen monitor, and promotional marerials that included the new box art and screen shots.
At almost every software company, the working title of a
game under development changes by the time it's released. With
the show right around the comer, everyone wanted to nail down
a name right away. Trademark searches blew away any possibility of using the name Squadron, and after numerous meetings,
Wingleader was selected.
Everyone in the company understood thc importance of
trade shows, but few were thrilled by the prospect of producing
the items that make them successful. For the creative services
department, the CES show meant that the box art had to bc
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completed three months before the release of the game. They
sure didn't want to incur the costs or the time involved in repeating the task a few months later. For the art department, the show
required quality graphics for the demo that would, in all likelihood, never be used in the shipped version of the game. From a
sound and music standpoint, the demo demanded editing work
for narration, and transitional music that wouldn't match what
was created for thc find version. For the producer and director, it
meant pulling resources away from the actual completion of the
game to develop the self-running computer demo.. . a scheduling nigl~hnare.For Chris Roberts, it meant a solid week of 18- to
20-hour days to finish the programming and assembly.
Needless to say, the CES show was a resounding success for
Origm. The Wingleader demo surprised people in every comer of
the industry who had thought of the company as the mecca of
fantasy and role-playing software. It seemed to many that this
action-adventure simulation had come right out of left field.
Actually, it was a blast from home plate that the left-fielder never
had a chance to reach. It was a monumental home run.
To Marten Davies, Vice President of Sales, the show was an
unqualified success and produced the tool he needed to keep
excitement at a fever pitch. "I kicked hard to have a demo completed for the show," he said. "It was just a gut reaction, but I
knew I needed to flood the retail and distribution channels with
_hc&.emo.Before the release of the game, I wanted the excitement
to grow so that the confidence level would be extremely high. If
~qtcould get consumers beating a path in and out of the door,
asking whether the game was out, distribution would respond."
While the demo disks produced for the trade show gave
people the impression that Wznglea&r was a game, it was actually
jusl a naked, arcadish simulation at that point in development.
F<>rthe show, Chris had the playtesters fly around while he
recorded it. Then he had the artists work on some special graphics while he coded the flying sequences in the demo. George
w~a~te
the text and picked out the order of the shots and Roberts
ti IC-tuned it for the show. Now it was time to hlrn it into a game.
A hgh excitement level wasn't the only result of the trade
show. In meetlngs with distributors, Ongin had promised a September release of the game. The date was based on estimates from
;~i.,ductdevelopment, but the deadline was now etched in stone
,and Chris, Jeff, Warren, and the rest of the team had to deliver.
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From Wingleader to
llVing Commander

A sumprise awaited everyone at the end of the show. While the
initial trademark search had cleared Wingleader, there were
enough similar names of early software titles, EvlicroProse's Wingman among them, that the company yielded to its second choice,
which had come through the search unscathed. Wingl~Ild~y
became Wirlg Commndw, and with that final selection and the
September deadhe, the intensity moved to w ~ v speed.
p
"I think it's possible to plan the process precisely enough that
all the pieces come together throughout development," Spector
said, %ut this was o w frrst experience with this type of game. In
Wing Cmmander all the small pieces came together at the end."
Working with a sophisticated scheduling system, Spector
and Roberts had anticipated the hundreds of tasks needed to
complete the game. As the game evolved and new features,
scenes, and subplots were added, however, the schedule was
constantly dtered and additional resources were needed - art
time, programming, cinematics, Spector was scrambling to kecp
track of all the new tasks and find the people to complete them.
Before the show, the basic team consisted of Roberts and
Isaac as programmers, George as the writer, Loubet and Tohnson
as arfjlsts,and Spector as producer. In the final months, the team
grew to includesix softwareengineers, five artists, ten playtesters,
two musicians, and various others who filled temporary roles as
writers and editors.

Cinematics
Come Alive

June, 1990 was the month when cinematics burst onto the scene.
Cinematics are the bar, barracks, funeral, briefing, debriefing,
and office scenes, m d the midgame sequences that update the
player on the course of the war against the Kilrathi. They're the
sections of the game that tell the story, set up the missions, and
deliver the character interaction. With cuts, pans, tntcks, and
zooms,they are the movie-like portions of Wing Commander.
Since cinematics had never been such a large potion of an
Origin game before, the team really had no idea of how long it
wodd take to complete them. As it turned out, it was a tedious
process and, without a scripting language or any pre-prog r m e d utillities, it took more than two months.
Since he was writing all the text and conversations for Win,?
Commander, much of the detail work in the cinematics fell to Jeff
George. "Most users would never realize the amount of work
that went into creating those scenes," he said. "In spoken parts
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for instance, for every
CODING CONVERSATIONS
line of text on the screen,
it took four or five lines
Text as displayed on screen:
of code to define who
"What do you mean, sir? The Fralthi got away we didn't even
was speaking, what the
scare her."
background would be,
and the accompanying
After the text was translated to phonetics, these letters were added to
eye, head, and lip movecall out the mouth positions for the speaking character. The numbers
are for timing.
ments. I'm not a pro"waduyamen3sar5tefraItegatawa3wedantefanskarar"
grammer, but I was
writing C [language]
These instructions called out head and eye positions. The numbers
compatible data code. It
are timing instructions.
was really tedious."
COCKED(25) REPEAT BLINK(2) AHEAD(45) B L I N K ( 1 )
While many users
AHEAD(351,
haven't noticed it,
whenever the charxters
speak in Wing Corizmander, their lips move to form the words
displayed on the screen. It was dccomplished in much the same
way that Warner Brothers or Disney would do it, using techniques similar to those in cell anirnation.
After some research, Chris,Glen, and Jeff discovered that it
takes 10 diiferent mouth positions to form all the sownds in the
alphabet. Glen Johnson created computer drawings of the 10
mouth positions and 10 more of different eye positions. Pretty
much sticking to one frame per mouth position to animate the
speech, George stated entering the information by hand. At that
juncture, there were no automated techniques.
"I would type in a line of text, translate that to phonetics, and
then add the appropriate letter to call out a specific mouth position," George explained. "1 got to the point where I was pretty
proficient at it, but it was taking a long time to do all the speech in
the game. We pulled in Steve Cantrell, Phil Brogden, and Warren
to finish all the conversations. At one point, Dallas Snell even
pitched in on the editing."
People around Origin really liked the cinematic scenes for the
game, but Roberts and George weren't quite sure how consumers would react to the combination of cinematics and action. "We
were concerned that simulation buyers would be turned off by
all the story scenes, and that role-play garners would be turned
off by all the hand-eye coordination required by the action sequences," George said.

...
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Dogfight Chomogmphy July was a sigruhcant month in the development of Wing CorniMd lnklligencemunder. With another product, Savage Empire, due for release just

a month after Wing Comma&, resources were becoming really
tight, especially in the programming area.
Ken Demarest, a programmer who had contacted Origin because he wanted to be lead programmer on Ultima Vll, made his
first appearance in Austin at Richard Garriott's July 4th party. He
joined the company knowing he would first work on win^ Cornmander, but he didn't know what he was jumping into. On h~ first
day at work, Dallas Snell called the team into his office. "He
gravely told everyone on the team that they would have to start
working 55-hour weeks to finish the job," Demarest recalled. "I
had already seen it would take at least that, but since I was new to
the area and didn't know anyone, it was perfect for me."
At about the same time, through some back-room bartering,
Stephen Beeman was borrowed from the Savage Empire team
where he was the lead programmer and editor. He was needed to
help out with the dogfight sequences. "As I remember it," Beeman
said, "the deal was that I would help Chris out on Wing Cornmunder If he let me have some of Ken Demarest's time for Savage
Empire. That sort of give-and-take happens all the time."
First Beeman laid out a basic scheme for the way the dogfight
intelligence would work and added some fundamental principles. He called his part of the project dogfight choreography."I
designed the scheme so that the ships would look neat as opposed to being real effective in combat. When you play, you'll
notice that when enemy ships are close and you can see them
from the cockpit, they move around, zigzag, wobble, and look
really good. When you can't really see the ships, all they do is fly
in a straight line and hy to get on your tail."
Beeman didn't spend a long time working on Wing Commander, and his contributionsweren't all as visible as the dogfight
choreography. "Chris had this huge mass of individual routines
to fire this gun or that gun," Beeman said. 'I coda ted those into a
single fire-guns routine. I also took Qu-is's hard-coded stuff for
the ship intelligence and turned it into a system."
In a sort of baptism by fire, Demarest jumped into the project
and in his first weeks designed the save and load game routines
in the mission barracks. "I even made the water drip into the
bucket in the barracks," Demarest explained. "The amount of
detail in that was pretty amazing." Then he worked on a way of
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ensuring that the wingman's recorded kills on the chalkboard in
the bar would increase at a rate approaching that of the player's.
Demarest's greatest contribution to the game play was the
programming of the ddgfight intelligence. "The routines were
not h e arthcial intelligence," he said. "The ships do learn, but
only within very limited parameters. For the most part it was
scripted and the ships would always react in a certain way if they
found themselves in specific situations. For example, if you fire a
missile at an enemy ship from b e h d , once the ship realizes that,
it will go into the missile tailing routine, blasting forward, turning a quick arc, then cutting the enpes."
Demarest created nine general classes of situations for the
intelligence - enemy near, enemy slow, enemy far, enemy tailing, head-to-head, on enemy tail, missile coming, laser hit, and
enemy destroyed. For each of those situations, each class of s h p
m d each pilot had different reactions. Then, within that subset,
the pilot's skill level was taken into consideration. Some pilots
always performed a specific maneuver in a certain situation,
while others might do one of a few different things.
"At one point, we had developed a suicide routine, where
enemy pilots would just ram your slup if specific conditionswere
met,"' Demarest said. "We had to remove it because there was
redly no defense and it took some of the fun out of the game."
Jeff Georgecharacterizedb a r e s t ' s contnibution to the product when he said, "Other than Chris Roberts, who was the key
man, Ken Demarest had more to do with the fact that the game
came out than anyone else involved." Once the intelligence had
been tweaked, Demarest created the asteroid fields, designed the
user interface, and produced the navigation map. "The asteroids
were really fun to program," he said, "although we worked
weeks on avoiding cobions. One hint when flying through
asteroids is to avoid looking at one of your own ships as you
make your way through the rocks. If you aren't looking at it
when an astrroid strikes, it's as if it never happened."
Some of the final work for Demarest before the debugging
process started in the last two weeks before release, was what he
called khe "nasty cockpit sMf." He produced the target sighting,
the readouts, the slueld displays and all the red, yellow, blue, and
gray dots that appeared on the radar screen. His philosophy of
programming is a simple one. "There's always an algorithm if
you have the h e Po do it," he said.
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oualify Assumnee

Strere Cantrell rnnr~nged the

Qztlrlify Assurance department
during the dmelopment oj Win*q
Commander.

The Quality Assurance (QA) department, which includes
playtesthg, had started looking at Wing Commander very early in
development. Steve Cantrell headed the department.
"Quality assurance starts when the programmers don't have
the time to test what they are doing," he said. "We're involved
from the first weeks through completion, although in the beginning stages QA operates primarily as a testing service, making
suggestions on playability and entertainment value. A good
playtester is not only adept at playing games, but also has a good
sense of what is fun." In that sense, the playtesters are often the
editors, suggesting dianges in the pacing and difficulty of the
game. It wasn't always that way.
"In the old days, when O r i p was prirnady a company that
published games by heelancers," Cantrell explained, "the authors had big egos and didn't really care for suggestions from the
playtesters. Even through Roberts was a freelancer during Wing
Conananrler, in the current climate at the company, everyone
listens to what we have to say. They realize we're providingvaluable input."
While testing for hand playability is CUI important role, QA
involves much more. The department is responsible for making
sure programs run on an incredible variety of hardware configurations using different graphics modes, processors, sound boards,
joysticks, and mice. For almost every hardware set up, they have
to check whether installed memory-manager, operating-system
or cache software affects the installation, loading, and play of the
game. They look at every disk format, with hard clrives, 3.5"and
5.25" disks, high-density, and low-density each requiring a separate testing procedure. Their job only begm with the actual
game, since the technical accwacy of packaging, labels, reference
cards, installation guides, manuals, a d any other materials in
the game is within QA's sphere of responsibility.
In software development, progress can be measured by the
version type of the game. When a product becomes an alpha
version, it's in a very basic form. It can be booted, loaded, and
played, but not all its features have been installed. In August,
when Wing Coinmander was in alpha versions, thfi playtesters
were checking out specific routines and technics‘ k,pects of the
game. They were working a fairly normal schedul.., but only fn;
the time being.
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The software is only part of what is needed from the product
development team, since they also have to tell the end user how
to play the g m e . As co-producer, Warren Spector had been
charged with having the manual created for Wing Commander.
"Some day, we'll get to the point where you finish the game, and
then start on the documentation," he said. "Unforhu-lately, that
isn't yet the procedure."
Spector hired Axon Allston to write the manual. "He's one
of the best in the business," he said. "Aaron always meets schedules and deadlines, but he had never played the game when he
started writing the documents tion for Wing Cmnmandev.'' Allston
came up with the idea of producing the manual in the form of a
magazine produced by personnel on the Tigcr's Claw,the space
canier used as the main base of operations.
"It was an interesting exercise in frustration," Spector said,
l'because Allston was depending on me to provide the information on ships, characters, tactics, enemy pilots, and the user
interface. Here I was going to programmers who were already
working 60 to 70 hours a week on the game and asking for d
these printouts. I ended up bolting people to their chairs in order
to get the information. I couldn't really determine everything at
that point in development, so, in some cases, speclPically for the
tactics information, we made some of it up and then retrofitted it
and adjusted the code hthe game to make it work."
As it turned out, Allston created the fictional portions of the
manual, while Steve Cantrell was later engaged to write the
actual game-play portions of the docs. Some of ALlston's ideas
and writing, specifically a comic-strip style section, were discarded at the last minute due to space and resource limitations.

Documenbtim

"Programmers are the eternal optimists when they want to add a
feature and thu etemal pessimists when they don't want to add
s o m e h g to a game," Dallas Snell noted. It seemed that adding
features was the norm in Wing Commander and, in August, schedules started to slide because of it. Snell was concerned about the
project being able to meet the September deadline for shpping.
"Ln the last month and a half, I came in and took over the
producer's job," he said. "It might not have been necessary -in
Chris's mind it wasn't - but I had to do it to make sure the
project met the schedule. From a company standpoint, it was
absolutely vital."

Meeting Schedules

----
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Dallas Snell started out as agnme
designer and propmnmrr in thr
enrly 80s. H l s first published
game, The Quest, was released
irr 3983. Ajer a couple of years
working at SoJtDisk,a disk based
mngnzinr, Snell was employed by
Orzgzn in 1985 to direct product
development in Austin. Now the
vice president of PD, Snell is the
erenrtive producer ofevmj ga?ru*
published by Origin, and describes himselfas the compnny's
"only check to halance the sysfern oJ pure creahvtty running
amok."

The Pressure's On

SneU said that the co-producer format was one of the problems. It was one of Spector's first producing assignments for the
company, bu t, since he was co-producingwith Roberts, he didn't
really have the power to manage khe entire process and call the
shots necessary to bring the game in on time. In addition, Snell
added, Roberts is almost impossible to manage. With his creative
flair, he's the eternal optimist and wants to include every enhancement he thinks of. It's difficult to stop him from pursuing a
new coulsse of action, once he's decided to add somethlng to one
of his games.
As producer, Snell took a close look at the project, and cut off
any new features or enhancements that affected the schedule. It
wasn't a popular move, but he understood the company's priorities, and what was required to make them happen.
It wasn't with any malice that Snell took that course of action.
"The individuals in Product Development are an extremely passionate group of people, and I love that," he sad. "Everyone is
here because, for the most part, they love what they're doing.
This is what they want to do with their lives, and they're very
intense about it and very sensitive to your messing around with
what they're trying to accomplish. They don't live for getting it
done on time or having it make money. They live to see this effect
or that effect, their visions, accomplished."
Snell added, "It's always a continual antagonistic relationship between the executive producer and the development teams.
I'm always called the ice man,the ogre, or something. It's not fun,
but it gets the products done and out. I guess that's why I have
the room with the view," he added with a smile. "Anyway, at the
end of the project, all of product development asked me not to get
that involved again."
When Spternbes rolled around, game development reached the
point where they had a first beta version that included all the
features. The game was considered complete at this point; no
new features or enhancements would be added.
To emwe shipping of the g m e at the end of the month,
scheduling in the final few weeks extended its reach beyond that
of the Product Development team. Jeff Hillhouse, head of Quality
Control, was working to schedule disk duplication and the actual
assembly of the product at the fulfillment kouse. Creative Services and Marketing were scheduling the layout and printing of
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the manur:ls,reference cards, labels, installation guides, warranty
cards,and blueprints. Sales was worhing to manage the release,
confirming final sales figures and shpping mformation. Everything had to come together perfectly to meet the shipping deadline, and every other department was relying on Product
Development to deliver. Talk about pressure.
The brunt of the September workload fell on Quality Assurance, whic5 was doing the final testing of the game; the programmers, who would have to fix the bugs the playtesters found; and
the cc-pr:)ducer, who was responsible for all the documentation.
The artists were firushed, except for some last minute black-andwhte illustrations that Johnson was working on; the scripting
and storyline were complete, and most of the directorial duties
had been firushed when the game was still in its alpha version.

Quallty Assurance had undergone a drastic change following the
release of Ultinza V1in the spring of 1990.New procedures, much
more checl;list-oriented, had been instituted to make sure the
testing teams didn't overlook anyttung in the confusing last
weeks of 2 ielease.
One aspect of quality assurance never seems to change. "Typically," Cmt-ellnoted, "management sets a date for release based
on early clcvelopment estimates, and makes promises to our
distnbutors and retailers. The problem we've encountered is that
as programming, writing, and art go over the budgeted timehes,
playtesting's time isn't increased accordingly. On Wirlg Comma~zdcr,our work weeks stretched to 70 and 80 hours, and we
worked seven days a week. Even then, it was really close and we
almost didn'i get done in time to meet the release deadline."
Looking at what had to be accomplished, it's surprising that they
were able to complete their tasks.
"ln the last few weeks," Cantrell said, "playtesting is beyond
the stage where they're just playing around to make sure the
game works. We're going through checklist after checklist to
venfy that specific features work on specific machine configurations. Does the Rapier's eject light work? Does the left VDU
change from weapons display to damage display when you
press the correct key? Does a game load properly?"
It's impossible to re-create all the forms used by QA, but
information, taken directly from their hardware and software
checklists provides a glimpse of the complexity of their work.

Final Moments
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The following information was found on Origin's hardware
checklist for Wing Commander and had to be verified as working
perfectly before release of the game. Note that this information
had to be tested with VGA, EGA, and Tandy graphics systems,
for every disk version of the game (3.5" low- and high-density,
5.25 low- and high-density) and with or without ii hard drive.
Hardware
Checklist

1.
2.
3.
4.

Installation Program
Start Game
Save Game
Replace Game
5. Load Game
6. Keyboard lnterface
7. MS Mouse Interface
8. Joystick lnterface
9. Roland MT-32 Sound
10. Ad Lib Sound
11. CMS Sound Blaster Sound
12. EMS - Memory Manager
13. QEMM Memory Manager
14. EMM (286 processor) - Memory Manager
15. EMM 386 - Memory Manager
16. Windows 3.0
17. 286 Processor
18. Smartdrive (cache)
19. 12-MHz System
20. 16-MHz System
21. 20-MHz System
22. 25-MHz System

Luckily for the QA department, the company had decided to
release just one disk format first, the 5.25' highdensity version. It
saved a lot of time. "Even with our checklist," Canbell noted, "it
was impossible to check every possible hardware combination.
We borrowed machines from people's desks and ended up with
two or three 386s, two 286s and two Tandys. We kept swapping
hardware around to cover as many set ups as possible. Even
then, just checking the install progrm on a slow processor without a hard drive could take a full day."
The hardware checklist was just a short story when cnmpared with the different features that had to be checked on the
software side. Origin's software features checklist for Wing Conzm a r d ~was
r 10 pages long. On the next page is a brief rundown of
what was included.
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Software Features Checklist
1. lntroductionrritle Sequence - check the credits, music,
graphics, bypass interrupt, music toggle, player's name
and call sign, and the Origin logo and copyright notice.

2. Wingman Information and Animation - check each pilot's
name, rank and animation.
3. Rec Room Animations and Text - check the conversations and animations in the bar for all 40 missions.
4. Trainsims - check the operation of the trainsim in the bar

selecting the Salthi, Dralthi, Krant, and Gratha.
5. Barracks - check the return to the bar, exit to DOS,
mission hangar, save, load, and replace campaigns.

6. Briefings - Animation and Text - test all mission briefings.
7. Debriefing - Animation and Text - test all 40 missions.

8. Campaign Progress Screens - check animation, text, and
timing for progress screens on winning and losing paths.
9. Music - check that the correct music plays in eight different game locations including dogfights, flying, ejection
sequences, debriefing, commander's office, bar, barracks,
and briefing. 25 subsets of the above need verification.

10. Ships - check 26 different things on each type of ship
including each view change, radar, speed indicators, autopilot, manual eject, death screen, etc.
11. Communications - text communications with each wingman and Kilrathi ace.
12. Ship Shapes - test the ship shapes and targeting graphics
for every enemy and Terran ship in the game.
13. Misc. Shapes - test the shapes of ten different items
including mines, asteroids, debris, explosions, etc.
14. Sound System.
15. Medal Ceremony.
16. Funeral Sequences for player and wingmen.
17. Endgame sequences.
18. Commander's Office - text and graphics.
19. Installation Program.
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As Quality Assurance checks out a version of the game, the
playtesters enter whatever "bugs" they h d on the active bug
report form. The report can become very large, since the
playtestem aren't concemed with the severity of the problem. If it
doesn't look right, read well, or play correctly, they'll add it to the
bug list, providing a category heading that indicates whether it's
a graphics, plot, text, interface, crash, or other problem. In addition, they indicate the status of the bug, telling whether it's a new
one in the current version, an unfixed problem from a previous
version, or one that was on a previous version but wasn't checked.
"You would be surprised at how many things that we consider bugs end up in a game," said Cantrell. "For example, if the
cockpit has a red h e in the left-hmd comer, as far as we're
concemed, that's a bug. Whether it's fixed or not is often based on
how close we are to the release of the game, although we would
never in ten tionztly release a game with a severe problem."
It isn't unusual for the active list to include a couple hundred
bugs in an earlv version. In fact, one week before the release of
Wing Conzmat?dw, more than 100 bugs were Listed. Fortunately,
the bugs were in the data files, where changes are easily made.
Some bugs, especially those found in the hard-coded section of
the game (the hard-coded section is actually a part of the executable file) can create new bugs when the programmers alter the
code to fix them. When hard-coded problems are fixed, Quality
Assurance must begin the testing procedure over again from the
bepning. When only data files are affected, the department can
simply check that the bug has been fixed in the next verslon.
The following are samples from the active bug list in an early
beta version of Wing Conzmnmkr.
1. Category: Text - I successfully escorted both Drayman, but

in the debriefing it said that I only escorted one.

2. Category: Graphics - The Krant at Nav 2 are invisible.
3. Category: Other - The install program doesn't install
midgame files (4, 5) and doesn't unpack them correctly.
4. Category: Graphics - The Ralari doesn't appear in the ship

auto-targeting on the right VDU.

5. Category: Plot - The Tiger's Claw is missing when I return.
6. Category: Graphics -The Nav map has "mines" without any

circles around them.
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Chris Roberts and Ken Demarest were the two individuals
most affected by the active bug lists. They were working 18 to 20
hours a day, often catching just a few hours' sleep on the couches
in the lounge before starting on the next round. They were beat.
"The last two weeks were mainly spent fixing all the bugs, large
and small, and squeezing in a few final.details," said Demarest.
"Don't tell Dallas, but we managed to fit in the battle view (where
the camera picks up all the action) and the sequence where, on
the losing path, you float in space after the Tiger's Claw has been
destroyed."
In the meantime, Warren Spector and Steve Cantrell were
hying to figure out the final information for the reference cards,
installation guide, and box labels. Creative Services had already
sent the main game-play manual and blueprints to the printer,
both two-color print jobs that requhd extra time. The installation guide and labels were the toughest to complete on time. "It
was real scary," said Spector. "I was trylng to get box labels out
that showed how much RAM and disk space were required and
what sound boards are supported. Steve Cantrell was writing a
first-mission tutorial, and we were both trymg to figure out
exactly how to explain the expanded-memory information to the
buyers. The problem was that all those things were question
marks up until the last minute. We just didn't have the answers."
The h a 1 master disks had been sent to the duplicators when
the drop-dead date hit for the completion of the installation
guide. Nothing could be worse than missing a shipping date
because one piece of documentation was missing from the package. Creative Services had put off the printing of the p d e until
the last possible second. The fulfillment house would begin assembling the package contents in just three days, and the final
layout had to be sent to the printer by overnight mail. Luckily, the
carrier's office at the alrport could take a package as late as 10
p.m. that night and still meet delivery the following day.
Starting at about 5 p.m. that evening, Creative Services took
the rough draft of the installation guide and began the layout.
Cantrell was down in the playtesting lab attempting to v e d y
install procedures, the memory manager options, and the final
version of the mission tutorial. Taking his cues from Cantrell,
Spector started making corrections in the copy. As soon as he
finished, he ran upstairs and gave the corrections to the Macintosh operator. Of course, the page count was longer than accept-
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able and a final edit, to save space, had to be quickly completed.
Spector sat down in front of the Macintosh to make the h a 1
changes. The installation guide was finished, and everyone had
signed off on the layout at 9:30p.m. that evening. The an-port was
25 minutes away.

Ship Day

For a few days, the Wing Conzmnder team could wind down
hom the physical and mental rigors of the job. All the pieces of
the game had reached the fulfillment house on time, and the
completed product would ship to distribution within days. It
was the last week of September and Product Development had
met its deadline. From beginning to end, Wing Commna~ulerhad
been completed in just 10 months, an incredible development
schedule considering the complexity of the job.
Late in the day on Friday, September 26, almost everyone in
the company met outside near the picnic tables for what had
become an Origm tradition - the ship-day celebration. It was
time to drink a couple beers or soft drinks, grab a piece of the sixfoot submarine sandwich, enjoy the sunshine, and bask in the
glow of having completed one of the most complex projects in
Origin history. Everyone was wearing a Wing Commander baseball hat and everyone smiled.
After about an hour of people mulling around, congratulating one another, and rehashing the good and bad moments in the
development of the game, Robert Garriott, Origin's president,
climbed to the top of one of the picnic tables and asked for the
assembled group's attention. It was 455p.m. After a few minutes
of general comments about what a great job the team had done,
Garriott looked at his watch. "I would like to announce," he said,
"that Chris Roberts is no longer a freelance author for Origin." It
got very quiet. "As of 5 p.m. this afternoon, Chris is Origin's
Director of New Technologies. Congratulations Chris, and welcome to the Origin team."

No MoreFreelancers

The event was more siphcant than the initial announcement
foretold, because with the new appointment, Origin's product
development would become a complete in-house operation. After years of working with freelance authors, the company was
heading in a new direction and seeking total control of every
aspect of the process. Snell talked about the signhcance of that
change. "We control all aspects of development and publishing,
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as opposed to giving out money to development houses and
hoping to get a product. Because of that, our profitability allows
us to produce what other developers just can't. We're receiving
the publisher's and developer's royalties and that's what now
allows us to spend up to half a million dollars on a single product.
In addition, we manage our resources tightly, probably more
than my other company out there. It's one of the benefits of being
a development-oriented publishing house."
Earlier in the year, marketing had decided to produce a special
edition of Wing Commander to be sold on a direct basis through
Origin's sales lines. The edition would include a box signed by
r butmarketthe author and a baseball-style wing ~ o m m n d ehat,
ing had been looking for something else to add to the package.
Roberts came up with a real added value.
Cost-of-goods Pimited the number of disks that could be
included in the original game, and Roberts had cut back on the
number of different ships in the game even though artwork for
more ships had already been a e a ted. Roberts came up with the
idea of using that artwork and creating a single disk of additional
missions for the specid4dition. The resources necessary to complete the mission disk were minimal, so Marketing agreed to add
the disk to the special edition. Ordering information was included in their fall-breaking advertisements in consumer publications.
After the release of Wing Commander and its immediate success, Roberts wanted to make the add-on missions, now titled 7 7 ~
Secret Missimzs, available at retail. In addition,Marten Davies had
discovered that the distribution channels were interested in selling the add-on disks in a separate package. The company was
really split on the idea of selling the secret missions at retail. They
had never done any add-on disks before, and there was really no
way of knowing what kind of sales figures could be expected.
Chris Roberts, Jeff George, and Richard Garriott pushed hard
for the idea, and finally the company agreed to cautiously produce 5000 in a new four-color package and make it available to
retailers. Well, The Secret Missions blew right out the door, selling
15,000 units in the first few months, Needless to say, after the first
10,000, production started on a second set of missions, whose
plot and story line were designed to make it possible to lead into
a sequel to Wing Commander.

The Secret Missions

